Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) has been used successfully in recent years in the area of recommender systems. In this paper we present how this model can be extended to consider both user ratings and information from Wikipedia. By mapping items to Wikipedia pages and quantifying their similarity, we are able to use this information in order to improve recommendation accuracy, especially when the sparsity is high. Another advantage of the proposed approach is the fact that it can be easily integrated into any other SVD implementation, regardless of additional parameters that may have been added to it. Preliminary experimental results on the MovieLens dataset are encouraging.
INTRODUCTION
An important task of recommender systems is the prediction of unknown user-item ratings. In recent years, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [1] has become a popular tool for that task. The effectiveness if the SVD method has been demonstrated during the Netflix Challenge, where it was a crucial component of the winning algorithm.
The field of item ratings predictions faces two major difficultiesdata sparsity and the cold start problem. The user-rating matrix is in many cases spars, i.e., contains very little known ratings. It is therefore difficult to train algorithms based solely on these ratings. The cold start problem is similar, but focuses on new items, where ratings are difficult to predict before sufficient data has been collected [2, 3] .
We have previously [4] shown how data from Wikipedia can be used to compute item-item similarities. Using theses similarities we can propagate user ratings over a small set of items to other, similar items, thus enriching the user profile. We have shown that the enriched user profile can be used by classic CF algorithms to compute user-user correlations and improve rating predictions [4] .
In this paper we leverage the Wikipedia based item similarities in the context of SVD algorithms. We show various methods for integrating this data, starting from adjusting the learning rate, through a mixture of two different SVD models, and ending with an integration of item similarities directly into the latent features.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed methods over the MovieLens dataset, simulating various sparsity levels. We show that many of the proposed methods outperform the regular SVD algorithm, particularly when data sparsity is high.
Background 2.1 Integration of external information in RS
In collaborative filtering (CF), rating predictions are computed using existing user-item rating set, leveraging the similarity in ratings patterns of similar users. It is now widely agreed that, given sufficient density of the user-item rating matrix, CF methods achieve the best prediction accuracy, without requiring any external data sources. In many cases however, such as when the system is relatively new or when the user population is relatively small or when users tend to rate only a handful of items, CF methods suffer from sparsity and the cold-start problem and might be augmented using such external data.
Indeed, the idea of integrating external sources to boost recommender systems was already explored in previous studies, differing on the data sources they use and on the method used to integrate these sources. For example, [5] uses organizational social networks in order to compute similarities among users. Possible indicators of similarities include attending the same events, co-authored paper, and being members of the same projects. The similarities are used to create profiles which are then integrated into a web based recommender system. One can also use an item's content information from external sources. This content may include the genres, actors or director of a movie item, in order to calculate item correlations. For example, [6] integrates information from a set of knowledge sources, including Wikipedia, and generates a graph of linguistic terms. The generated model enables identifying similar items for any given item. However (as opposed to our work), [6] uses only selected terms and does not use all the user-generated text. In addition, they ignore Wikipedia attributes, such as categories. Other methods that use Wikipedia include [7] , where semantic relations extraction was used in order to represent domain resources as a set of interconnected Wikipedia articles. For this purpose, the authors used only the links of the Wikipedia pages and ignored other features such as text and page categories.
The use of Wikipedia features to boost recommender systems was also previously explored in [4] , where we show how it can be used to boost item-item based collaborative filtering. This was done by generating "artificial ratings" for additional items, based on a weighted average of their Wikipedia similarity to other items rated by the user. These ratings were then used to reduce the sparsity of the data.
SVD
SVD is a well-known matrix factorization method that gained much popularity following its successful application in the Netflix Challenge [8] . It utilizes latent relations between users and items and represents them in a latent factor space of dimensionality.
SVD computes predictions for unknown items using the following base model [9] :
Where µ is the average rating, b u and b i are the item and user biases (respectively), and q i and p u are vectors of latent features for the item and the user (respectively). The parameters of this model can be trained by a stochastic gradient descent algorithm:
Where is the learning step size and is a regularization parameter.
In recent years many versions of the algorithm have been proposed. The modifications to the basic algorithm include additional parameters [10] , incremental learning [11] and integration with additional recommendation methods [12] .
Wikipedia-based Item Similarity
We compute item-item similarities using information on Wikipedia. We first match items to their corresponding Wikipedia pages, and then use various Wikipedia attributes to compute itemitem similarities. For some of our methods, we also use the itemitem similarities to generate artificial user-item ratings.
Assigning Wikipedia Pages to Items
Successfully matching items to their corresponding Wikipedia pages is crucial to the proposed method. The matching was done by generating several variations of the name for each item, looking for exact matches in Wikipedia and choosing the page with most categories containing certain keywords. For additional details see [4] . Using this method we were successful in matching 90% of items in the MovieLens dataset that contains 943 users and 1682 items.
Calculating the Similarity for Each Pair of Items
In [4] we define and evaluate three types of item-item similarities: text, categories and links. The text similarity is calculated using the cosine measure of the TF-IDF vectors [13] of the text of the Wikipedia pages, while the categories and links similarities are calculated by counting the number of categories or links each pair of items had in common. Our evaluation demonstrated that for the MovieLens dataset, the use of the category similarity produced results that were close to the optimal combination of similarities. For this reason we focus on category similarity only in this paper, which will be dubbed item similarity.
Over 2500 distinct categories were identified for the dataset, ranging from highly used categories such as "Films of the 1990s" to rarer one such as "Cloning in Fiction" (one possible direction for further investigation is assigning weights to categories based on their commonality).
Generating Artificial Ratings
The artificial ratings, which were used in some of the methods presented below, were generated as follows; for each missing user rating, we use all the items that were rated by the user and have a Wikipedia similarity to the item. The artificial rating is the calculated using the following formula:
Clearly, this method does not assign ratings to all unknown items because many items were not similar to any item rated by the user u. Furthermore, some items could not be successfully assigned to Wikipedia pages. Note that these artificial ratings are not presented to users as predictions, but are only used as an intermediate step in our algorithms.
Adapting SVD to Wikipedia-Based Item Similarities
We now present several possible modifications to the SVD model that allow us to leverage data from Wikipedia in computing useritem rating predictions. These modified models will be later evaluated and compared.
There are two possible approaches for integrating knowledge from Wikipedia in the model. The first is to use the artificial ratings directly (models a-c), and the second is to use the item-item similarity instead (models d-f).
a) Smaller learning step size for artificial ratings
We first use both the true user-item ratings and the artificial ratings to train an SVD model. The number of artificial ratings is typically much larger than the number of true ratings, and therefore creates a bias towards predicting the artificial ratings. We mitigate this effect by using a smaller step size when updating the model parameters using an error over the artificial ratings.
In order to set the value of we count the number of original and artificial ratings in the dataset. We found that the ratio of artificial to original ratings is roughly 100 to 1 and therefore set the weights appropriately: = 0.005 and = 0.00005.
b) Additional parameters for artificial ratings
We now separate between learning for artificial and true ratings, by adding a new set of model parameters that capture the prediction using the artificial ratings:
We train the model again on all ratings, both the true and the artificial ones, but update in each case only one set of parameters; When the predictions is done for a true rating, only the true model parameters are updated, and when a predictions is done for an artificial rating, only the model parameters associated with the artificial ratings are updated.
Again, we used two different value of , as presented in the previous section, to compensate for the larger amount of artificial ratings.
c) Mixture model for true and artificial ratings
In this setting we trained two separate SVD models, one for the original ratings and another for the artificial ones. During the prediction phase, a weighted average of the two predictions is used to produce the final prediction.
We've experimented with several sets of weights for combining the mixture models and found little sensitivity to this parameter. Therefore, the experiments below apply equal weight to both models.
d) Item assistance factor
In this setting we added a set of scalars % to the model, where % denotes the extent to which the other items should influence predictions for item i. We expect higher values of % as we have less data for training i, meaning that we require more "assistance" from Wikipedia similarities for that item.
The new model is as follows:
The same and parameters were used for all elements of the equation.
e) User-item assistance factor
Clearly, an item may require more "assistance" from Wikipedia similarities in the context of certain users. Our next variation captures this:
f) Adding latent factors
We now add additional latent factors, weighted by the item-item similarities and the true ratings of other items, avoiding the intermediate artificial rating computation. Our approach is motivated by the addition of implicit rating information in [10] .
The proposed model is:
where we add to the latent features of item i a set of latent features of other items j that have been rated by the user and are similar to i. The additional latent features are weighted by the normalized item-item similarities, and the true rating of j. This allows the model to learn which items are more influential on other items.
The model parameters are updated using:
The other parameters are updated in the same manner as in the previous models.
Evaluation
We evaluate the proposed method using the MovieLens dataset. This dataset contains 943 users and 1682 items. As a baseline, we used the basic SVD model [9] described in section 2.2.
We used learning set sizes ranging between 5% and 80% of the total provided ratings, providing sparsity levels between 99.68% to 95%, respectively. The learning sets were generated by randomly choosing, for each user, a portion of her provided ratings.
As mentioned in section 4, the proposed models can be divided into two groups -those that utilize the artificial ratings and those that rely on the item-item similarity obtained from Wikipedia. The results of the first group models are presented in Figure 1 and those of the second group are presented in Figure 2 . It is clear that all the models of the first group outperform the baseline classifier, while those in the second group fare much worse. All results were found to be significant using paired t-test with a confidence level of 95%. In fact, the only model to present any improvement in this group is the model utilizing the user-item similarity vector. The performance results of each model compared to the baseline is presented in Tables 1 and 2 .
Conclusions
In this paper we examine the benefits of Wikipedia as an external source of information for SVD-based collaborative filtering algorithms. We examine several methods for the integration of the additional information in the SVD model, particularly the use of artificial ratings and the calculation of item-item similarity.
Our experiments have clearly shown that the use of the artificial ratings presented in [4] produces superior results to those obtained by only calculating the similarity of items using Wikipedia, especially when sparsity is high (although the improvement is significant in all evaluated levels of sparsity).
We believe that the superiority of the models that leverage the artificial ratings is rooted in the fact that the stochastic gradient descent algorithm cannot learn accurately the additional parameters, given the very small amount of available data in these sparsity levels. The additional expert insert into the model when using the intermediate artificial ratings reduces the difficulty in learning the model parameters. We suggest two possible future research directions: the first is the representation of additional types of Wikipedia similarities in the model (in either separate parameters or by integrating them into existing ones); the second is the evaluation of the model on other domains such as books or music, in an attempt to determine the generics of the proposed method.
